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Introduction 

Epithelial ovarian cancer (EOC) has the highest mortal-
ity among gynaecologic malignancies. Survival is highly
dependent on the stage of EOC. Due to lack of screening
methods and specific symptoms of early disease the
majority of patients are diagnosed with advanced stage.
Early EOC detection corresponds to a 92% 5-year sur-
vival rate, whereas the overall 5-year survival rate for
EOC is less than 50%. This is because only 19% of ovar-
ian carcinomas are diagnosed prior to extraovarian spread
owing to the lack of obvious symptoms prior to progres-
sion [1, 2]. 

CA125 is the most widely used serum biomarker in the
management of ovarian cancer. However the sensitivity of
this marker in early stage cancer is low and false elevated
levels are also commonly measured in benign diseases
associated with a pelvic mass. 

Compared with screening, risk stratification and proper
triaging could be achieved by using a biomarker with
lower specificity [1, 2]. This could be used to refer
patients to high-level centres specialised in ovarian cancer
treatment, given that patients have been shown to have
more favourable outcomes when treated at such institu-
tions. Patients treated by skilled gynaecologic oncologists
more often experienced proper and complete surgical
debulking and staging, and ovarian cancer patients treat-
ed in high-level centres with a team skilled in the care of
EOC have fewer complications and longer survival rates
[2, 3, 5-8]. 

Limited success was accomplished by the use of
CA125 for EOC diagnosis and triaging given its low sen-
sitivity for early stage disease and limited specificity, par-
ticularly in younger patients. Recent studies indicate that
human epididymis protein-4 (HE4) is highly expressed in
EOC and increased serum levels of HE4 are detected in
these patients’ serum. Several studies indicate that in
combination with CA125 HE4 is a promising marker for
the differential diagnosis of EOC and stratification [2-4]. 

The aim of this study was to review the available liter-
ature on HE4 regarding the utility of this novel marker in
early detection of ovarian carcinoma in clinical practice. 

HE4 as a biomarker for epithelial ovarian carcinoma
HE4 (WFGDC2) was first identified by Kirchoff et al.

[9, 10] upon differential cDNS screening of human epi-
didymal tissue. The WFDC2 gene was also investigated
by Hellström and colleagues [11]. Two monoclonal anti-
bodies (2H5 and 3D8) were derived to recognize different
HE4 epitopes. These antibodies were used to develop an
ELISA assay to measure HE4 levels in postmenopausal
women. Sera were collected before surgical treatment
from 37 patients with ovarian cancer and 19 patients with
benign disease. CA125 and HE4 levels were measured in
parallel. CA125 and HE4 measured separately did not
perfectly predict ovarian cancer. In advanced stage carci-
noma HE4 detected 16 of the 30 ovarian cancers reveal-
ing 53.3% sensitivity while CA125 identified 14 of 30
carcinomas (46.7% sensitivity) [11].

Moore and colleagues [12] investigated a series of nine
novel biomarkers alone and in combination in patients
with ovarian carcinoma. The objective of this study was
to find biomarkers that were complementary to CA125
for use in a multiple marker panel in the triage of patients
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with a pelvic mass, so that serious cases can be referred
to appropriate centres for debulking surgery. All of the
233 patients who underwent surgery were evaluated with
the following markers: CA125, soluble mesothelin relat-
ed peptide (SMRP), CA72-4, activin A, inhibin, osteo-
pontin, EGFR, and serum HER-2/neu. Sixty-seven
patients were diagnosed with invasive EOC and 166 with
a benign condition of the ovary. Only SMRP and HE4
resulted in sensitivity higher than that of CA125 at 95%
specificity (43.3% sensitivity). The combination of HE4
and CA125 resulted in the highest sensitivity over any
other single marker or dual combination [12].

In a prospective, multicentre trial, Moore et al. [13]
evaluated a predictive model based on the combination of
CA125 and HE4 to assess the risk of EOC. Patients were
enrolled if they were scheduled to undergo surgery for the
removal of a pelvic mass. Those diagnosed with ovarian
cancer were staged according to the relevant protocols.
Three hundred and fifty-two women were diagnosed with
benign disease and 179 women with ovarian carcinoma.
Each patient was classified into low- or high-risk of
malignancy using their menopausal status, CA125 level
and HE4 value in a predictive probability (PP) algorithm
using logistic regression formulae, which included model
intercept terms adjusted to account for the sampling
scheme. High-risk patients were classified based on a pre-
dictive probability of > 13.1% for premenopausal women
and > 27.7% for postmenopausal women. The median
serum level for CA125 in patients with benign disease
was 20.5 IU/ml and in malignant cases was it 210.9
IU/ml. Median serum level for HE4 in benign conditions
was 58.6 pM and in cancer cases it was 274.4 pM. Results
of the analysis demonstrated a clear benefit of CA125 in
combination with HE4 in the risk of ovarian malignancy
algorithm (ROMA) to identify women with a pelvic mass
who are better treated by a skilled gynaecologic oncolo-
gist [13].

Huhtinen and colleagues [14] investigated the concen-
tration of HE4 and CA125 in the serum of patients diag-
nosed with endometriosis, ovarian cysts, endometrial can-
cer and EOC as well as healthy controls. A total of 225
patients were tested: 66 normal, 129 endometriosis, 16
endometrial cancer and 14 with EOC. Mean HE4 levels
were below the normal value (70 pM) for all patients with
endometriosis and controls, and were highly elevated in
both ovarian and endometrial cancer. CA125 showed a
similar elevation in patients with EOC; however it was
also elevated in patients with endometriosis. The authors
concluded that the combination of HE4 and CA125 could
help to differentiate between healthy patients and patients
with endometriosis from those diagnosed with EOC [14]. 

Nolen et al. [15] evaluated 65 circulating proteins in
patients with a pelvic mass to identify a biomarker panel
that performs better than CA125/HE4 for discriminating
benign from malignant ovarian tumours. The study popu-
lation consisted of 281 postmenopausal women with
benign conditions and 433 postmenopausal patients with
malignant ovarian tumours. In addition, 18 pre-
menopausal women with benign disease and 58 pre-

menopausal patients with ovarian carcinoma were tested
and analysed separately. Of the 65 markers tested, 34
demonstrated significant differences between benign and
malignant tumours. CA125 had the highest discrimina-
tion between benign and malignant for early stage can-
cers and HE4 performed the best in advanced stage
malignancies. Biomarkers were also tested in two-, three-
and four-marker combinations. CA125 with HE4 was the
best two-marker combination with sensitivity of 83% at a
specificity of 85% (74.2% sensitivity in early stage and
91.7% in advanced stage tumour samples). These results
are in line with several reports regarding the importance
of CA125 and HE4 and their combined use as a diagnos-
tic test for discrimination between benign and malignant
ovarian tumours [15].

In the study conducted by Abdel-Azeez and colleagues
[16] HE4 had the highest sensitivity for detecting EOC,
especially early stage disease. Combined CA125 with
HE4 was a more accurate predictor of ovarian malignan-
cy than either alone.

Wang et al. [17] investigated the HE4 test in the differ-
ential diagnosis of a pelvic mass in Chinese women. A
total of 86 patients diagnosed with pelvic masses were
enrolled to the study; 56 with benign lesions and 30 with
EOC. These patients were evaluated against a normal
control group of 46 healthy women. According to the
results the optimal cut-off of HE4 in this patient cohort
was 51.6 pM, resulting in a sensitivity and specificity for
HE4 of 86.7% and 98%, respectively. Although this was
a small sample size, data supports previous studies.

In the study of Shah et al. [18] three biomarkers
(CA125, HE4, mesothelin) were investigated to discrimi-
nate EOC from healthy controls to determine the poten-
tial value of these markers in screening women at high
risk for ovarian carcinoma. A total of 711 patients were
evaluated: 444 healthy controls, 124 patients with benign
conditions and 143 cases of invasive EOC. In the patient
population evaluated by the authors both CA125 and HE4
performed equally and better than mesothelin, however
the authors concluded that further studies should be car-
ried out to evaluate the usefulness of these markers in the
early detection of women at high risk for EOC. 

Anastasi and colleagues [19] also demonstrated that
HE4 may be able to provide a valuable contribution to
the diagnosis of EOC and for monitoring the recurrence
of EOC [5]. The purpose of their study was to evaluate
CA125 and HE4 on samples from patients with EOC
versus other cancers. In addition, CA125 and HE4 were
measured in eight patients undergoing treatment or
monitoring of EOC to determine the clinical responsive-
ness of the two markers. The patient cohort consisted of
32 women with EOC, 49 with other cancers, 114
patients with benign conditions, and 72 samples from
healthy controls. In addition, 46 samples from eight
patients were tested at diagnosis and at intervals for 16-
20 months following surgery. For CA125 testing, 28 of
32 patients with ovarian cancer had CA125 levels over
37 U/ml. Three of seven colorectal cancer patients, eight
of 16 breast cancer patients and four of 26 cervical car-
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cinoma patients had CA125 levels greater than 37 U/ml.
For HE4 testing, 31 of 32 patients with EOC had HE4
levels over 150 pM/l. On the contrary, none of seven col-
orectal patients, eight of 16 breast cancer patients, and
two of 26 cervical cancer patients had levels greater than
150 pM/l. None of the 86 patients with benign ovarian
conditions had elevated HE4 levels. All of the eight
monitored women showed high levels of CA125 and
HE4, except for one patient that had a weakly positive
CA125 level at diagnosis. Three of the eight patients did
not exhibit a recurrence during the 16-20 months fol-
lowing surgery. For these three patients, CA125 and
HE4 levels decreased below the cut-off level following
surgery. Five of the eight patients had recurrence during
the follow-up period. All of them showed a decrease in
CA125 and HE4 levels following surgery, then a subse-
quent increase in CA125 and HE4 levels. In all five
patients, HE4 elevation preceded the CA125 elevation
by five to eight months.  

Holcomb et al. [20] conducted a prospective, multi-
centre clinical trial at 14 sites and enrolled women 18
years of age or older who presented with an adnexal
mass and were scheduled to undergo surgery. Serum
CA125 and HE4 levels were obtained. Established cut-
off values for the upper limit of normal for each marker
were used. The authors concluded that HE4 offers sen-
sitivity comparable to that of CA125 for detection of
EOC in premenopausal women with an adnexal mass,
but at a significantly increased specificity. At a specifici-
ty of 95%, HE4 was significantly more sensitive than
CA125 [20].

Utility of measuring HE4 in urine

In a recent study Hellström et al. [21] investigated
whether HE4 could be detected in urine as a potentially
useful diagnostic tool. HE4 levels were analysed both as
the absolute level of antigen and the ratio between antigen
level and urinary creatinine as a correlate of urine concen-
tration which varies depending on many factors, includ-
ing the time the urine is harvested. Since both measure-
ments appeared to be informative, a combined (HE4
combo) marker was constructed by taking into account
both the level and the ratio. At 94.4% of specificity (2 of
36 samples from age-matched healthy women positive),
the urine test was positive in 86.6% of women with early
(Stage I/II) and in 89% of women with Stage III/IV EOC.
It is noteworthy that urine from 38 of 42 women with
serous ovarian cancer, the most aggressive form, were
positive. In contrast, there was only a small (and not sta-
tistically significant) increase in the frequency of positive
urine from women with benign gynaecological disease.
At a cut-off when none of 36 healthy women or 20
women with benign gynaecological disease had urine
positive for HE4, 11 of 15 (73.3%) Stage I/II and 56 of 64
(87.5%) Stage III/IV patients were positive. This was the
first report indicating that measuring HE4 in urine is as
sensitive and specific as HE4 determination in the serum
reported from earlier studies [21].

HE4 and symptom index 

Andersen et al. [22] conducted a prospective case-con-
trol study including 74 women with ovarian carcinoma
and 137 healthy patients. The authors used logistic regres-
sion analysis to evaluate the independent contributions of
HE4 and CA125, and the symptom index (SI) to predict
ovarian cancer status in a multivariate model. Women
were classified as having a positive SI if they reported
bloating or increased abdominal size, abdominal or pelvic
pain, or difficulty eating or feeling full quickly more than
12 times per month and occurring newly within the past
12 months. The diagnostic performance of various deci-
sion rules for combinations of these tests was assessed to
evaluate the potential use in predicting ovarian carcino-
ma. In this study, 91.5% of women with cancer who
reported symptoms were positive on either CA125 or
HE4. Thus, this approach identified all but four (8.5%) of
the 48 ovarian cancer cases diagnosed by symptoms
alone, yielding an overall detection of 58% of the women
with ovarian cancer. High specificity was obtained, with a
low rate of false-positive results (1.5% of the control
group). The authors concluded that if positive predictive
value is a high priority, testing by CA125 and HE4 prior
to imaging may be warranted for women with EOC
symptoms. This approach could potentially reduce the
need for imaging as well as unnecessary surgery in the
follow-up of women’s reports of nonspecific symptoms
[22].

HE4 level and the feasibility of cytoreduction  

Kang et al. [23] demonstrated that an increased serum
HE4 level is associated with increased risk of cytoreduc-
tion failure and poor progression-free survival in EOC.
By using enzyme immunoassay, the authors explored the
predictive performance of HE4 for the feasibility of com-
plete cytoreduction and progression-free survival (PFS)
in 80 patients with primary EOC. In patients who
achieved complete cytoreduction, the median serum level
of HE4 was 92.7 pM (interquartile range: 77.2-139.7),
whereas it was 118.9 pM (interquartile range: 82.0-364.6)
in patients with incomplete cytoreduction. High serum
HE4 levels were found to be strongly correlated with fail-
ure of successful cytoreduction in univariate analysis (OR
= 2.5, 95% CI = 1.15-5.81, p = 0.007) and with FIGO
stage in multivariate analysis (p = 0.023). Moreover,
serum HE4 level was observed to be significantly corre-
lated with PFS (HR = 1.6, 95% CI = 1.2-2.2, p = 0.004),
though CA125 level was not correlated with PFS [23].

HE4 level in predicting chemotherapy response

Dahl Steffensen et al. [24] evaluated the prognostic
impact of prechemotherapy HE4 and CA125 levels in 170
patients with EOC. Samples were collected just prior to
first-line chemotherapy and all patients were treated with
carboplatin/paclitaxel combination chemotherapy. Median
follow-up time for living patients was 30 months. When
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patients were grouped into quartiles on the basis of
prechemotherapy serum HE4 levels, Kaplan-Meier sur-
vival curves showed significant differences between the
groups, with increasing levels of serum HE4 significantly
associated with worse progression-free survival (PFS)
and overall survival (OS). After adjustment in the Cox
proportional hazards model, HE4 serum levels remained
an independent prognostic parameter for PFS with a HR
of 1.82 (95% CI = 1.09-3.04, p = 0.023) for patients with
HE4 levels above the median compared with patients with
HE4 levels below the median. The shorter PFS for
patients with high levels of HE4 also translated into a sig-
nificant difference in OS (HR = 3.64, 95% CI = 1.72-
7.71, p = 0.0007). Upon the results CA125 values did not
prove to be an independent predictor of PFS or OS. The
authors concluded that high levels of serum HE4 consti-
tute a strong and independent indicator of worse progno-
sis in patients with EOC [24].

Risk of ovarian malignancy algorithm (ROMA) and risk
of malignancy index (RMI) 

Moore et al. [25] in a more recent study compared the
ROMA (CA125+HE4) to the RMI (CA125+imaging) for
the detection of EOC in women with adnexal masses. The
RMI was developed by Iacobs et al. [26] as an algorithm
that employs ultrasonography (US) findings and architec-
tural features of a pelvic mass, CA125 levels and
menopausal status. The RMI is a widely used algorithm
that produces a numeric score to stratify patients into
high- and low-risk groups for EOC. Estimating the RMI
score, one point each is allocated to the following imag-
ing findings, if present: multilocular cyst, solid nodule,
bilateral cyst, ascites and distant metastasis. The follow-
ing equation is used to calculate RMI: U x M x serum
CA125 level (where: U = 0 for imaging score of 0; U = 1
for imaging score of 1; U = 3 for imaging score of 3; M
= 1 if premenopausal; M = 3 if postmenopausal). The
RMI successfully categorizes patients into high- or low-
risk groups but US data can have interobserver variabili-
ty between users and centres. Patients were enrolled into
a prospective trial to validate ROMA from 12 sites in the
US. From this study, 457 patients had sufficient imaging
data (US, CT scan or MRI) to calculate an RMI score.
Among these women, 123 had EOC, 22 had low malig-
nant potential (borderline) ovarian tumours, and 312
patients had benign disease. All sensitivity calculations
were performed at a specificity of 75%. For benign
tumours versus ovarian carcinomas + borderline tumours,
ROMA exhibited 89% sensitivity and and RMI showed
80.7% sensitivity. For early stage (I-II) cancer, ROMA
exhibited 85.3% sensitivity and RMI exhibited 64.7%
sensitivity. For advanced stages (III-IV), ROMA showed
98.9% and RMI exhibited 93% sensitivity value. The
authors demonstrated that using a serum biomarker algo-
rithm (ROMA) provides more objective results and prob-
ably more consistency between different centres [24]. 

Montagnana and colleagues [27] also evaluated the per-
formance of the predictive model (ROMA). One hundred

and four women diagnosed with a pelvic mass (55 EOC
and 49 benign cases) and scheduled to have surgery were
enrolled, along with 49 healthy females. Preoperative
serum concentrations of HE4 and CA125 were measured.
ROMA were used to categorize patients into low- and
high-risk groups for ovarian carcinoma. The area under
the curve (AUC), sensitivity and specificity were calculat-
ed for HE4, CA125 and ROMA for the diagnosis of EOC.
The median CA125 and HE4 serum concentrations were
significantly higher among EOC patients than in healthy
females and those with benign ovarian tumours. The pre-
menopausal group included 36 benign cases (29 of which
were classified by ROMA as low-risk with a specificity of
80.6%) and 15 EOC (eight of which were classified by
ROMA as high-risk, with a sensitivity of 53.3%). The
postmenopausal group comprised 13 benign cases (11 of
which were classified by ROMA as low-risk with a speci-
ficity of 84.6%) and 40 EOC (33 of which were classified
by ROMA as high-risk with a sensitivity of 82.5%).
According to the data, the authors concluded that the
ROMA is a simple scoring system which shows excellent
diagnostic performance for the detection of EOC in post-
menopausal women, but not in premenopausal ones.
Moreover, the dual marker combination of HE4 and
CA125 (ROMA) does not show better performance than
HE4 alone [27].

Kim et al. [28] compared the diagnostic utility of
CA125 and HE4 in Korean women. In premenopausal
women, HE4 was superior to CA125 in distinguishing
EOC from a benign ovarian mass, while the opposite was
true for postmenopausal patients. The diagnostic per-
formance of the combination of HE4 and CA125 was in
most cases higher than CA125 alone. The ROMA index
allowed patient classification into the high- or low-risk
groups with 88% sensitivity and 94% specificity. These
findings also suggest that measuring serum HE4 concen-
trations along with CA125 may provide higher accuracy
for detecting ovarian cancer [28]. 

In a prospective validation study Van Gorp et al. [29]
demonstrated similar performance indices to those
recently published. However, in this study, HE4 and
ROMA did not increase the detection of malignant dis-
ease compared with CA125 alone. The weakness of the
study is that the authors did not explain how they calcu-
lated the sample size, what the statistical power for this
validation study was and what parameters (if any) were
considered for such calculations. The Van Gorp group
study had a very high cancer incidence (41.4%) in com-
parison to the Moore et al. study (24.3%) and a much
higher proportion of postmenopausal women (~74% in
Van Gorp et al. vs 53% in Moore et al.). There were sev-
eral differences in the distribution of histological tumour
types between the two studies. The major differences that
could account for lower performance of HE4 in Van Gorp
et al’s. study were: a higher proportion of mucinous
tumours (this tumour type tends not to express HE4 and
contributes to lower performance of HE4), tumours with
low malignancy potential (HE4 tend to lack the sensitivi-
ty to detect non-invasive LMP) and metastatic tumours of
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extraovarian origin (this may also contribute to the lower
performance of HE4), and lower number of serous
tumours. There was also a small difference in Stage I/II
versus Stage III/IV distribution with more early-stage
tumours in the Van Gorp et al. study. The Moore group
study had a higher proportion of serous EOC (64.3% vs
52.2%) and more of the endometrioid type (12.4% vs
only 4.3% in the Van Gorp group). These histological
types tend to overexpress HE4 and contribute to
favourable HE4 performance. The authors concluded that
combining HE4 and CA125 in ROMA improved HE4 but
not CA125 performance. As CA125 is the current stan-
dard for comparison, this means neither HE4 nor ROMA
improved the diagnosis of ovarian cancer. This is debat-
able since we do not know what the percentage of patients
with increased CA125 was in this study. Does the study
population fit the generally recognized proportions of
80% of patients with EOC with increased CA125 and
50% of Stage I EOC with increased CA125? This again
points to the importance of carefully describing the study
population (enrolled vs evaluated number of patients)
since the overrepresentation of CA125 positive patients
can skew the results in favour of CA125. In other words,
if the majority of patients had increased CA125 in the
first place, no marker alone or marker combination could
improve on it. In the Van Gorp study, when a 150 pM cut-
off is used, a sensitivity of 50% and specificity of 96.5%
were obtained and the authors concluded that this cut-off
point was not clinically useful because 49.7% of patients
were misclassified as having benign tumours and could
be left undertreated. When a cut-off of 70 pM was used,
a sensitivity of 74.5% and specificity of 83.3% were
obtained prompting the authors to conclude that this was
a more reasonable cut-off point for HE4. Since HE4 is not
used for screening purposes, it seems that the lower cut-
off may be more appropriate for risk stratification of
patients with an adnexal mass. Despite the above-men-
tioned results this independent study was able to demon-
strate similar performance indices for HE4 and ROMA as
those recently published in the literature. Van Gorp and
colleagues also demonstrated the increased performance
of HE4 in the premenopausal group and the importance of
histological subtypes for the performance of different
markers. According to their data it is clearly defined that
measuring CA125 and HE4 together aids in differentiat-
ing endometriosis from ovarian cancer (CA125 is elevat-
ed while HE4 is not).

In a recent study conducted by Jacob et al. [30] CA125
and HE4 showed a similar diagnostic performance in
epithelial ovarian cancer however HE4 alone was not ele-
vated in endometriosis. In comparing women with benign
diseases versus early stage ovarian and tubal cancers HE4
and ROMA had the best diagnostic performance. The
RMI with CA125 was superior in detecting peritoneal
cancers but in all other patient groups studied there was
no detection benefit from RMI over HE4 or ROMA alone.
According to the authors’ findings major advantages of
HE4 are its specificity as well as improved detection of
borderline (tumours with low malignancy potential)

tumours, early stage ovarian cancers and tubal cancers.
While the authors state that there is no benefit of ROMA
over HE4 alone in a combined pre-and postmenopausal
population at the same time they report that ROMA may
be beneficial in a premenopausal population as a result of
the ability of HE4 to differentiate benign endometriomas. 

Conclusions

The literature review has shown that HE4 is a promis-
ing serum marker for risk stratification in women with an
ovarian cyst or pelvic mass, and the dual biomarker algo-
rithm (ROMA) using HE4 and CA125 is an accurate tool
for triaging patients with an adnexal mass into low and
high-risk groups. Accurate triage and referral of women
with a pelvic mass to appropriate institutions will result in
improved care and survival for all patients diagnosed with
EOC. As well, an effective triage tool will allow patients
at low-risk of malignancy to stay in their district hospital
and receive treatment from a general gynaecologist. HE4
is complementary to CA125 as it is not falsely elevated in
many of benign gynaecologic conditions that can cause
elevated CA125 levels in premenopausal women. For
such women, a dual marker algorithm that places
increased weight on HE4 can increase the specificity of
the dual combination by decreasing the contribution of an
erroneously elevated serum CA125. Also for 20% of EOC
patients whose tumours do not express CA125 as a mark-
er for their disease, serum HE4 is elevated in > 50% of
these patients. Additionally, in patients with early-stage
disease, HE4 has been shown to have greater sensitivity
than CA125 alone [2]. Each of these factors contributes to
the complementary nature of HE4 to CA125, which
increases the sensitivity and specificity of the dual mark-
er algorithm over that of either biomarker alone.
According to recent studies, ROMA can be used to strat-
ify both postmenopausal and premenopausal women into
high- and low-risk groups, allowing for the effective
triage of women to appropriate centres for their care [4].
Due to the complementary nature of HE4 to CA125 it
could also aid gynaecologic oncologists in monitoring
and follow-up patients treated with EOC. Although HE4
is a promising marker, further prospective studies needs
to be performed in order to provide more evidence on the
diagnostic value and prognostic role of HE4 [30, 31]. 
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